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The luminoa! ty monitor system utilized by the 1KIX 
Detector and by the PEP operators la described. This 
systen processes information from 56 pbotoaoltlnllere 
and calculates Independent luminosities for erch of the 
3 colliding bunches in PEP. Design considerations, 
measurement techniques, and sources of error In the lu
minosity measurement are discussed. 

Introduction 
The fieteurenent of the luminosity In a storage ring 

has traditionally been made by measuring the rate of 
•nail angle Bhabha (e*e" -» e +e~) acatterlng. The lumi
nosity monitor described in this note is installed in 
interaction region 12 of the Positron-Electron Project 
(PEP) and is part of the HKII Detector. 

This luminosity monitor uses 24 defining counters 
and 4 calorlmetrlc lead scintillator shower counters to 
define f >ur axes of particle scattering. These scin
tillation counters excite 56 photomultipliers and an 
electronic system professes the phototube signals. The 
electronic system measures Bhabha rates and background 
rates for two counter-defined solid angles, and measures 
these rates for each of the three colliding bunches In 
PEP. 

This rate information is used to calculate two 
typct of luminosity for each of the three bunches, a 
fait (2 minute) Grose measurement with 15X error, and 
• slawr precise measurement with potential 32 error. 
Tha Precise Luminosity is used in the analysis o' the 
HKII detector data, and the Gratia measurement is uti
lised by the PEP operators to rapidly tune machine pa-
raattere and log machine psrforsss?e. The bunch spe
cific measurements allow studies to be done on the psr-
tlcle distribution In the six hunches. 

Principle or the Luminosity Measurement 
For a specific particle interaction with scatter

ing cross section Oj, the luminosity JP and event Tate 
&1 are simply related as 

laying one-half of tha detector signals by one machine 
revolution time aid measuring a coincidence rate of 
these delayed signals. The event rate * l» calculated 
in tbte i 
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of where N 1 K + B • number of real and background events Type 1 
H t •. • number of background events of Type 1 

Ttocel * £ o u l t i a * a t measurement 
Tjjead " *•** t l n ?* measurement. 

The four event types In this measurement are defined as 
(please refer to Fig. Ill 
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The scattering crosa section Oj is calculated using 
first order quantum electrodynamics, and for Bhabha 
scattering la a function of tha defining counter geo
metry and the bean energy. The OJ is calculated for 
small )••> 
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t^tn and 6aMX depend on the defining counter geometry. 
The shower counters subtend from ••-21 to BO mr. For 
the system lu the litII detector, EJ) Oaross (including 
all ft grata) la found to be 1,030.000 (CeV)2 Mb, vhile 
tne Ete precis* Is 609*0 <GeV) 2 •». 

The event rate directly measured la the counters 
Includes background events from bean-gas scatretina, 
energy degraded particle scattering, and coaalc back
ground. This background la measured and subtracted on
line in a bunch specific manner by electronically de-

Pig. 1, Example of a Symmetric Precise 
Bhabha at B p t _ • 22 GeV la two views (IP : Interaction Point). 

Gross - eolllnear cjipoelte shower counter • I gross 
counter on shovel aula 

Symmetric Gross - coUloear opposite shower coun
ters + colllnear opposite groia counters 
on abowar axis 

Precise - Groea aa above <• an acceptance-precise 
coincidence on answer axle 

Symmetric Precise - symmetric gross sa above * 
colllnear opposite acceptance-precise 
coincidences en answer axis. 

the luminosity aystea we describe measure* these 
four event types on 5 ansa (* principle plus multiple 
nxln events) for both real and beckgrcuad events for all 

which la n total of 120 event categories. 

Dun to d m eyeaetry of oar geometry ma are Insensi
tive to movements of the team position or pitch as these 
effects cancel to flist order in As. l We. atlll moat 
take Into accent radiative corrections, scintillator 
efficiencies and systematic errors, the analyse* of 
which give a dealgn error la a* of 32. J 
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Pet-actor Hardware Description 
There are 4 shower counter modules. Ea^h stiower 

counter consists of 16 layers (~ 20 radiation lengths) 
of lesd-scintlllator aandvlch with waveahifter bar to 
luclt* light guides. The first 5 layers are combined 
In four photoaultipller tube a to make up the Front 
Energy and the lest 13 layers (14 radiation lengtha) 
are combined to make the Back Energy. The resolution 
of thii shower counter la ISXfJt, 

The 24 defining acintillatlon counters are divided 
into 3 sets, gross, precise and acceptance, with four 
of each Bet arranged in quadrants on each end of the 
detector (see Fig. 1). These are precisely cut 1/2 and 
1A inch thick scintillators. The gross counters cover 
a larger solid angle than the preclae and acceptance, 
and arc therefore used for the quick luminosity measu
rement, fct a luminosity of 103* cm-* sec* and 
Ebeea • l 5 C e V the gross rate la 43 He The preciae 
and acceptance counters are placed further from the 
beam line, and put In coincidence to get a cleaner 
measurement of i< end have a rate of 2 HE in the same 
conditions as above. 

'*- set of 24 drift chambers (12 per side in 3 
planea) with - 300 \m spatial resolution stt between 
the acceptance and precise counters and give x and y 
poaltloti measurement. These can be uead to make cor
rections to the precise lumlaoaUy measurement, but 
Also present - 91 of a radiation length to ehe flight 
path of bhabhe* we era meaauring-

Electronic Hardware Description 
Figure 2 la a block diagram of the electronic eye-

tern. The aajor elements of this ayatem are 56 photo-
multipliers, associated high voltage supplies, fast 
analog circuitry for Bumming and discrimination, a di
gital processor for event categorization, a micropro
cessor module used as a 120 channel scaler, and asso
ciated CftHAC interfaces. 

The analog circuit module• include linear summing 
circuits for the calorimeter signals, and crasurcial 
dieerimioatore to provide HIK level signals far digital 
analysis. The shower counter discriminator thresholds 
are remotely programmed via CAMAC to provide a mlnlsum 
energy threshold on line, typically act to Sbeam^2-

Flgure 3 1B a block diagram of the digital proces

sor. Two features of particular interest arc the back
ground subtraction technique and the coincidence logic. 
The background rate 1B measured using delayed coinci
dences generated fro* signals in *?ur stage shift re-
listers. These delayed signals are digitally generated 
internally and eliminate traditional delay cables. 

The coincidence logic is unique in its density and 
organization. The coincidence circuits examine the 48 
(32 real and 16 delayed! phototube algnala end look for 
the counter coincldcncea described previously. Output 
signals identify real or background events, an axis 
code, and presence of the 4 coincidence*. This cir
cuitry is implemented using Sehottky TTL Programmable 
Logic Arrays, and 5 ICs are used to provide L20 dis
tinct coincidences. 

The digital proeeaaor also Includes status inter
faces, dead time counters, live time counters, a bunch 
counter, and a CAMAC Interface. A GAHAC programmable 
trigger ayacem providea an arbitrarily prescaled trig
ger for any of the 4 event types. This trigger 1B used 
to record events in the MKll detector and the drift 
chambers for off-line data analysis and fine correc
tions to the measured luminoalty. 

The proceisor also contains a complete self-teat 
capability. A FROM memory contains test patterns for 
1024 beam crossings which, under CAMAC command, are 
processed by the measuring system. The event counts 
and calculated luminosity for these events are known 
constanta and allow a check on the correct operation of 
all the digital circuitry. 

The microprocessor module uses 2900 series bit 
slice parts to provide a very compact 120 channel scaler 
la 3 CAMAC slot*. This microprocessor Is paaaed 4 data 
words for each trigger from the digital proceasor. The 
microprocessor acts AS an accumulator for the event data 
and Is read by the computer system vis CAMAC. 

PEP's fundamental revolution frequency of 136 kHz 
produces an Intra bunch period of 2.4 Us in the 3*3 col
liding Deem mode. The electronic aystem must detect and 
classify events within thla period. Approximately 
200 na 1B required for the phototube and analog cir
cuitry response, and the digital processor analysis time 
is 500 us. The microprocessor analysis time varies from 
11 to 28 ns, depending on event complexity. An event 
buffer In the digital processor alloys the storage of 
one event while the microprocessor is busy. 
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Fig, 3. Block diagram .'igltal processor. 
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Fig. J. Typical L v» T staph. 
(hence limlnaalty) vaxaua tine. 

lhc software to tan tnla ayacen la written In 
FOHIaH and ran an a MX 11/7*0 computer syateat. 

Flt» *» Control touch panel. 
Software Poocrlotlon 

lha luntnoalty aoaltor eyataa unad by tba PEP ope
rator* i s controlled tram a touch panal In tha KP Con
trol Baea (Tig, 4). Thla panel •llewa tha operators to 
Specify cartel* operating pamnetere of tba ayatan. and 
to aalaet tha type M output display daalrad. Figure 5 
la a typical luaiaoaity T» tlaa curve for a PIP f i l l , 
shoving tha characteristic decay *f tha entrant* 
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